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What is inside your mobile phone?
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What is inside your mobile phone?

Resistors / Transistors / Capacitors / Inductors / Battery
That's about it! 
Put enough of these together and you can make a phone. Or a 
PC. Or a supercomputer...
The key is representing information as 0's and 1's.
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www.dicts.info www.ee.uwa.edu.au

Regular 'classical' transistor circuits

Over the last 40-50 years, engineers have been miniaturising 
these circuits. They get smaller, and smaller, and smaller.
Smaller than a human hair. 
Then smaller than can be seen with the naked eye...
And then smaller STILL.
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Regular 'classical' transistor circuits

There are now BILLIONS of these 
components in the space that one old-
skool discrete transistor occupies.

How are these things made?

They are developed onto Silicon using 
techniques similar to those in 
photography.

A close look at an integrated circuit...the Intel 4004
             (graphic from www.flylogic.net)
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What happens when we make these circuits bigger?

All these integrated circuits are currently made in large 
sheets on silicon. And they are, unfortunately, reaching their 
limits in some ways.

Silicon devices are not going to work forever if we want 
bigger processors. There are two main problems:

1.) The components face an OVERHEATING problem
2.) Different laws of Physics apply to very small objects 
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Problem 1 - Overheating

Heat is produced!
Transistors have resistance – billions of tiny 
resistors inside each chip.
As we pack more and more into a small 
space, the chip overheats.
Computer chips need huge heatsinks...
And they are still only 2-dimensional!

Why does this matter?
Computers will need to become more 
powerful to run bigger and bigger 
programs.
We are consuming a large amount of 
electricity to run all these computers.

P o w e r = I2 R   P o w e r = I2 R   
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What if you could use a material that didn't 
generate these problems?
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Superconductors have NO electrical resistance below a certain 
temperature.

No power is dissipated, Very LARGE currents are possible, and 
Many components can be packed close together.

New Materials?
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What are Superconductors made of? 

Ceramics work at higher 
temperatures, but have 
more complicated 
structures. 

Ceramics work at higher 
temperatures, but have 
more complicated 
structures. 

● Niobium  
● Lead 
● Aluminium
● Y2Ba2CuO7  

● Some are metals, Tc ~ 1K - 10K
● Some are ceramics, Tc ~ 50K – 130K
● YBCO is a special case, with a 

particularly high Tc.

T c  = 9 K
T c  = 7 K
T c  = 1 .2 K
T c  = 9 0 K

So how do we reach these temperatures?
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Liquid Nitrogen:   -196ºC = 77K

Liquid Helium:      -269ºC = 4K, 
Much colder

Needs to be kept in a 
thermally insulated 
dewar, like a very large 
thermos flask.

Antarctica - record for the 
lowest temperature is only 
-89ºC !

 Demo: Cryogenic cooling

Our refrigeration equipment:  In the lab we can 
reach  temperatures of 20mK - just 0.02 degrees 
above absolute zero (-273ºC)!
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Demo: Electrical resistance and magnets 
 

● What happens to electrical resistance of a metal at low temperatures?

● We can try to reduce the resistance by 
changing the temperature - Cool a copper 
tube using Liquid Nitrogen

● Drop a magnet through a Copper tube - what happens?

Low Temperature = Low resistance

A moving magnet causes currents
Flowing currents cause a secondary field 
The secondary field opposes the first 
(i.e. Opposes the motion of the magnet)

The magnet falls more slowly
Resistance is lower -> Currents flow for longer 
Eventually they die away as they heat the metal
But you can't make the resistance go away completely.
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Demo: Superconductor zero resistance

● We'll try our magnet experiment with a superconductor...

A superconductor will not allow magnetic field to enter, and the 
superconductor therefore creates circulating currents inside 
which cause the magnet to stay away!

The magnet floats above...

This will only work if the resistance is zero.
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Applications of superconductors

Very high magnetic fields
MRI scanners
Low loss transmission of electricity
Levitating trains
Very sensitive magnetic field detectors

Ma g le vMa g le v MR IMR I ME GME G
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Superconducting transistors? 

   Imagine if we could make our transistors out of these materials!

There would be no heating
They would be very efficient
We could stack them into 3D blocks!

and...

Remember the SECOND problem: 

The laws of Physics are different when you get very small...

Superconductors also solve this problem, by using those 
different laws of Physics as part of their operation.
The laws are known as QUANTUM MECHANICS.
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A short detour into the strange world of the 
quantum...
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Matter behaves like waves, not particles

Electron wavefunction Superconductor

Weak link

Electrons in a 
superconductor

Usually quantum mechanics only comes into play with very small objects 
such as atoms, or ions, or electrons. The waves related to these objects 
are usually very small.

In electronic circuits, the electron waves are too small to control, but big 
enough to cause a problem!

In superconductors, the electron waves get very big, big enough for us to 
control them.

I'm going to show you electrons behaving as waves...
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Demo 4: The SQUID 
● Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)

Compare with Young's double slit interference 
experiment: Coherent light (e.g. from a laser) forms an 
interference pattern

Electrons in a superconductor behave in a similar 
way. Instead of seeing changes in light amplitude, we 
see changes in voltage

A 'SQUID' is a loop made from 
superconducting material
Electrons can go either way around the loop

This shows that the electrons are behaving as waves! 
Allows us to actually SEE quantum mechanics in action!.
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Quantum objects...

And what's cool about QUANTUM WAVES is that they have some very 
strange properties...

Because the waves allow the electrons to spread out, they can be in two 
places at the same time. They can also be in two states at the same time

   Quantum Mechanics allows you 
to be in a state of 0 and 1 AT 
THE SAME TIME! 

   A 'superposition' of 0 and 1, 
called a QUBIT(Quantum BIT)

A classical computer (such 
as your desktop PC or 
mobile phone) works by 
storing information in the 
form of 1's and 0's. 

0 1 0 1

0 1
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Schrödinger's Cat – a quantum paradox

Place a cat in a box with a 
poisoning mechanism 
controlled by a quantum event. 
(This is what physicists thought 
about in 1935)

If the quantum system is in one 
state, the cat lives. If it ends up in 
the other state, the cat dies.

If the cat behaves quantum 
mechanically, then it can be alive 
and dead at the same time!
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Quantum Bits and Quantum Computers

Unlike Schrödinger's Cat, which is just too big for the electron waves to 
work in this way, we can actually build QUBITs using the large electron 
waves in superconductors!
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The power of the quantum computer comes from the fact that it can 
exploit these 'Schrödinger Cat' effects. Our Schrödinger Cats are small 
loops of superconductor.

Because QUBITs can be put into superpositions of 0 and 1 at the same 
time, they can 'explore' several 'calculation possibilities' at the same 
time. → PARALLEL COMPUTATIONS.

What can Quantum Computers DO?

A classical register

4 Computation Steps

0 00

0

A quantum register

SINGLE COMPUTATIONAL STEP

|0> + |1>
|00>

+
|01>

+
|10>

+
|11>

|0> + |1>

0 1
1

0

1 0

1

0
1 1

1

1
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What do QUBITs look like?

Quantum computers can be built from other systems too:

Ions trapped in electrical fields can be manipulated
Nuclear spins also exhibit quantum properties
Photons from lasers can be used to store quantum information too.

No-one yet knows what will work best – interesting to explore!

Compare with a 
grain of pollen ~ 
5um (0.005mm)

Single QUBITs - Superconducting devices ~ 1um (0.001mm) – 
they are very similar to the SQUID
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What do quantum computers look like?

They look very similar to 
standard silicon 
processors – and in fact 
they are currently built 
using a similar method.

Let's look closely...

Images copyright D-Wave Systems Inc
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Speeding up computers

Processors can get faster and faster by increasing the 
'clock speed', but there is another side to the story. There 
are 2 ways to do your computation faster:

Better HARDWARE (faster clock speed) 

Better ALGORITHMS

So what on earth IS an ALGORITHM?

Definition: A good algorithm is...
A 'CLEVER' WAY OF SOLVING A PROBLEM

If you have a good algorithm, you don't need a very fast computer.
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An example of an algorithm

How do you attempt a jigsaw puzzle?

There are several methods...
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So what problems are quantum computers good at?

Quantum Computers can use clever algorithms, like our jigsaw 
puzzle method, to solve certain problems better than classical 
computers. They don't necessarily need to have faster clock 
speeds to do this!

They are able to use these clever algorithms because of the 
superposition of the quantum waves, and the ability to perform 
the parallel calculations, as shown before. 
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A quantum alogithm for factorising numbers

There is a quantum algorithm that allows you to factorise numbers 
quite effectively. Classical computers find this problem very hard.

People are very interested in this problem, as our current CRYPTOGRAPHY 
systems rely on the fact that factorising numbers is hard.

3 x 5 = 15
32 x 74 = 2368
5294 x 3611 = 19008304
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Simulating Molecules and other systems

The world of small molecules 
and atoms works using 
quantum mechanics, not 
regular Physics such as 
Newton's laws of motion.

Quantum Computers will be much better systems on which to simulate the physics 
of the very small. New drugs and chemical reactions can be simulated.
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Optimization/pattern Problems

It turns out that quantum 
computers are also very good 
at finding the best way of 
organising things, routing, 
and scheduling tasks, 
components and journeys.

Finding the best way to direct a large number of phone calls or internet traffic.

Finding the best configuration for a large number of components to be placed on 
a circuit board

A Satnav finding the best route from one town to another

These problems are 
everywhere!
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Machine Learning

Using optimization can lead to some 
very interesting ideas

How could you find your way through a 
maze? What if the maze had 
recognizable objects scattered 
throughout?

You could come up with an algorithm to 
help solve the maze: 'If you see the red 
circle, don't turn left again!'

Similarly, humans learn patterns when 
they are playing chess.

Humans have much better 
ALGORITHMS for playing complex 
games than computers
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The brain is made of small elements 
called neurons. There are approximately 
100 billion neurons, and trillions of 
connections. 

Our good algorithms come about because 
of the way these neurons are all 
connected together, in parallel.

But in order to do this with classical 
computers, just like chess and the jigsaw 
puzzle, they need to be very fast and 
powerful – because they have lousy 
algorithms.

The human brain
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Blue Brain – A brain in a computer

 http://bluebrain.epfl.ch/

Visualisations of thousands of simulated, interacting neurons
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Perhaps we can add quantum elements to this brain computer, which will 
allow it to do things that our current brains can do.

Maybe we could even run new algorithms to perform tasks that neither 
biological brains nor regular computers will never be able to do.

How would these quantum brains think?

Quantum brains?

+ = ?

Scientists don't have all the answers – there are lots of interesting 
problems to still be solved! No-one knows the answer to this problem...
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Thank you for listening
Any questions?

Dr. Suzanne Gildert
For my science blog/contact details visit: 'Physics and Cake'

 http://physicsandcake.wordpress.com

Or just Google for “Physics and Cake”

Building Quantum Computers: 
Is the end near for the silicon chip? 

http://physicsandcake.wordpress.com/
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